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Abstract
As a crucial part of Alexa products, our on-device keyword spotting system detects the wakeword in conversation and initiates
subsequent user-device interactions. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been widely used to model the relationship
between time and frequency in the audio spectrum. However, it
is not obvious how to appropriately leverage the rich descriptive
information from device state metadata (such as player state,
device type, volume, etc) in a CNN architecture. In this paper,
we propose to use metadata information as an additional input
feature to improve the performance of a single CNN keywordspotting model under different conditions. We design a new
network architecture for metadata-aware end-to-end keyword
spotting which learns to convert the categorical metadata to a
fixed length embedding, and then uses the embedding to: 1)
modulate convolutional feature maps via conditional batch normalization, and 2) contribute to the fully connected layer via
feature concatenation. The experiment shows that the proposed
architecture is able to learn the meta-specific characteristics from
combined datasets, and the best candidate achieves an average
relative false reject rate (FRR) improvement of 14.63% at the
same false accept rate (FAR) compared with CNN that does not
use device state metadata.
Index Terms: speech recognition, keyword spotting, metadata,
convolutional neural network, feature embedding

1. Introduction
Keyword spotting refers to the task of locating a small vocabulary
of words embedded in arbitrary conversation [1], and it has
been widely adopted in various speech recognition applications.
With the rapid expansion of Amazon Alexa products across the
world, building high performance keyword spotting (wakeword
detection) system has become one of the key factors behind the
successful product launches and satisfied customers.
Conventional keyword spotting systems use the Gaussianmixture-model based hidden Markov models (GMM-HMM)[2,
3, 4], where GMM is used for modeling observed acoustic features and HMM represents the dynamic sequential characteristics
of keyword and background audio. With the prevalence of deep
neural networks since the year of 2012 [5, 6], DNN starts to
gradually replace GMM because of its strong representation
learning power to deal with highly nonlinear manifolds in the
feature space of acoustic data, and DNN-HMM hybrid system
has become a common approach for large vocabulary continuous
speech recognition (LVCSR) task.
Recent years have witnessed increasing popularity in adopting convolutional neural networks in automatic speech recognition tasks[7, 8, 9]. CNN [10] applies 3D convolutional kernels
∗
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Figure 1: The sample mean of LFBE features computed from 50k
wakeword utterances with playback and non-playback metadata,
separately.

on audio spectrogram and models the local correlations in time
and frequency domain. To model the sequential speech data,
RNN, LSTM and GRU have also been proposed to exploit historical information and predict the labels of current frames during
audio decoding [11, 12, 13].
Multimodal learning involves relating information from multiple sources [14]. While single-modality models are able to
generalize on various characteristic of training data, there are
cases where multi-modality models are more favorable due to
their adaptability to additional input feautres such as device
states or settings. For example, we might want to use single
model to process data with different device settings [15]. Figure
1 displays the discrepancy of LFBE features between utterances
collected under normal condition and playback condition (where
player is playing music or alarm clock) that contain wakeword.
There exists noticeable mean shift for streams tagged as playback in LFBE feature space. This observation motivates us to
explore the possibility of using metadata information to improve
the performance of wakeword models.
We explore an approach to incorporate metadata based on
batch normalization and its conditional extension. [16] proposes batch normalization (BN) which normalizes feature maps
for each input mini-batch to reduce the internal covariant shift
and accelerate DNN training. Conditional batch normalization
(CBN) [17, 18] is later introduced to modulate the offset and
scale of batch norm layer according to different types of inputs.
The advantage of CBN is that it modulates the feature maps independently given different inputs, therefore improves network’s
generalization ability on heterogeneous data. Another commonly
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Figure 2: Proposed CNN architecture. Playback status is used as additional input to generate metadata embedding vector, which can
predict offset and scale for conditional batch normalization layer, as well as contribute to the audio feature via feature concatenation.
Conv and fc denotes convolutional layer and fully connected layer, respectively.

used approach to fuse multi-modal information is feature concatenation. The features of individual modality are concatenated
together as a joint representation in mutlimodal space [19].
In this paper, we explore the benefits of utilizing metadata
information as additional features for end-to-end keyword spotting task. We propose a new CNN architecture which learns to
convert input metadata name to a fixed length embedding, and
then uses the embedding to: 1) modulate convolutional feature
maps via conditional batch normalization, and 2) contribute to
fully connected layer via feature concatenation.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
introduce the proposed network architecture. In Section 3, we
describe our experiment settings and discuss the results. Section
4 concludes our paper.

ei = f (Ii )

(2)

where f is one-hidden layer MLP, and L is output embedding
length.
2.2. Conditional Batch Normalization
Batch Normalization (BN) normalizes feature maps for each
input mini-batch to reduce the internal covariant shift. It not only
allows for higher learning rates which accelerates the training,
but also makes the model less sensitive to parameter initialization
[16]. BN can be described as:
Fi,c,w,h − EB [F·,c,·,· ]
BN (Fi,c,w,h |γc , βc ) = γc p
+ βc (3)
VarB [F·,c,·,· ] + 

2. Metadata-Aware Keyword Spotting
In this section we describe the proposed metadata aware end-toend keyword spotting system.
2.1. Metadata Feature Embedding
In order to leverage metadata information to modulate the network, the metadata value vi of example xi is first converted to
an embedding vector. To achieve this, a vocabulary V is built to
contain all the unique metadata values. In our experiment:
V = {playback, non-playback}

learnable dense embedding layer:

(1)

where streams collected when player is playing music or alarm
clock has playback in their metadata, and non-playback denotes
inactive player state metadata.
Given a matadata value vi , it is first encoded to an one-hot
vector Ii ∈ {0, 1}|V | through a lookup table generated by V ,
and then transformed to metadata embedding ei ∈ RL by a

where B = {Fi,·,·,· }N
i=1 is a mini-batch with N samples, and
Fi,c,w,h corresponds to the cth channel at location (w, h) of
feature maps of ith sample. γc and βc are the scale and offset
for adjusting the normalization.  is a constant damping factor
for numerical stability.
The idea of conditional batch normalization is to learn the
γc and βc of BN as a function of input embedding ei .
γˆc
βˆc

=

f1 (ei )

(4)

=

f2 (ei )

(5)

where f1,2 can be arbitrary functions to control γˆc and βˆc . In
our experiment, they are one-hidden layer MLPs. In this way,
the CBN is able to modulate the feature maps independently
given different inputs, therefore helps to improve network’s
generalization ability on heterogeneous data.

Following [18], we use ei to predict the ∆γˆc instead of γˆc
to prevent the feature maps from being zeroed-out by initial γˆc .
γˆc = 1 + ∆γˆc = 1 + f1 (ei )

(6)

2.3. Feature Concatenation
Feature concatenation is a common approach to fuse muti-modal
information from different domains. In order to fuse the metadata
information with audio features, the metadata embedding is fed
into a fully connected layer and the output is concatenated to the
flattened audio feature vector to generate the fused features hfuse .
hmeta = M LP (ei )

hfuse =

haudio
hmeta

(7)

keyword initiated streams when the device speaker is ON (device is playing audio via its speaker). Accordingly, non-playback
streams are keyword initiated streams when the device speaker
is OFF. The statistics of the datasets are shown in Table 2. To
conduct a fair comparison between the baseline and candidate
models, same set of audio streams are used to train baseline and
candidate models.
Table 2: Dataset with metadata statistics
Condition
playback streams
non-playback streams
Total

# Training Streams
9,163,611
25,534,833
34.6 Million

# Test Streams
596,762
1,659,542
2.26 Million


(8)

2.4. Model Architecture

3.1.2. Models

The architecture of our proposed model is shown in Figure 2.
We add playback status as an additional feature into the CNN
network. The playback status is first encoded to an one-hot vector, and then transformed to metadata embedding vector. We
replaced the batch normalization layer with the conditional batch
normalization, whose scale and offset are predicted by the metadata embedding via separate one-hidden layer MLPs. In addition,
the metadata features are concatenated to the audio features to
generate a joint input feature for the dense layers of the network.
In order to achieve the end-to-end decoding excluding HMM, the
segment-level posteriors are smoothed by a sliding window, and
then compared with pre-defined threshold to detect the presence
of wakeword. The structure of the CNN is shown in Table 1.
The input features are LFBE and playback name. Each example
used in training has LFBE feature size of 76 × 64.

In the experiments, four types of models are trained:
• Default CNN, no metadata input (vanilla-cnn; baseline).
• CNN with conditional batch normalization only (cbn).
• CNN with feature concatenation only (concat).
• CNN with both conditional batch normalization and feature concatenation (cbn-concat).
To explore the benefits of incorporating playback embedding as
additional features into the CNN, different concatenation layer
number K ∈ {6, 7, 8} (fully connected layer) are used in the
experiment. The length of playback feature hmeta for concatenation is set to two which is the same as metadata embedding. All
the experiments are sharing the same training specs described in
Section 3.1.3.

Table 1: CNN Network Architectures
layer-number
filter-heights
filter-widths
stride-heights
stride-widths
pooling-heights
pooling-widths
num-filters

1
9
5
1
1
2
3
96

2
7
3
3
1
1
2
128

3
4
3
1
1
1
1
128

4
3
3
1
1
1
1
160

5
3
3
1
1
1
1
160

6
3
3
1
1
1
1
500

7
1
1
1
1
1
1
500

8
1
1
1
1
1
1
500

9
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

3. Experiments
3.1. Experimental Setup
The objective of the experiments is to compare and quantify
performance change in our keyword spotting model when trained
and evaluated with additional playback metadata using CBN and
feature concatenation. Our model architecture is defined in Table
1. Our baseline model (without conditional batch normalization
layers and feature concatenation) is trained on all data without
metadata labels.
3.1.1. Keyword Datasets with playback metadata
The training and test datasets consist of anonymized Alexa
data, including stream audio, wakeword-related annotation, and
playerback metadata. No customer identity or stream-level transcription information are used. The audio streams in the datasets
contain playback metadata which partitions the dataset in two set
of streams, playback and non-playback. Playback streams are

3.1.3. Training Specs
The experiments are implemented on AWS using TensorFlow
v1.10.0 1 under DLAMI 14.0 2 . The p3.8xlarge instance which
has 4 Tesla V100 GPUs is used to train different types of CNNs.
We use batch size of 500 samples for each GPU (2,000 in total).
The learning rate is set to 0.001, and dropout rate is 0.3. All the
models are trained with 100,000 steps. This hyper-parameter
set works well for the baseline model. We use cross-entropy as
the loss function, and the gradients are averaged from all GPUs
before applying weights update. When training is completed,
an exponential moving average with decay equals to 0.99 is
performed to export final models.
3.1.4. Evaluation
We evaluate baseline and candidate models on both playback and
non-playback test datasets in Table 2. In Table 3, we report the
false reject rate (FRR) of candidate models by fixing the false
discovery rate (FDR) to quantify the improvement of candidate
models against the baseline. The fixed FDR is the FDR of
baseline model at a reasonably chosen operating point, and the
real numbers are obfuscated per Alexa EULA. We also mark the
operating points on DET curves in Figure 3 and 4.
1 https://www.tensorflow.org/
2 https://aws.amazon.com/releasenotes/deep-learning-ami-amazonlinux-version-14-0/

(a) models with CBN

(b) models with FC

(c) models with CBN and FC

Figure 3: DET curves comparison of candidate models on playback dataset. The FDR axis is scaled due to the sensitivity of these
information. Best viewed in color.

(a) models with CBN

(b) models with FC

(c) models with CBN and FC

Figure 4: DET curves comparison of candidate models on non-playback dataset. The FDR axis is scaled due to the sensitivity of these
information. Best viewed in color.

3.2. Results
Baseline and candidate model comparisons are shown in Figure
3 and 4. Figure 3 suggests conditional batch normalization
(CBN) and feature concatenation (FC) independently (3a, 3b)
and combined (3c) have a positive impact on the performance
of keyword spotting in playback condition. The best candidates
from cbn, concat and cbn-concat model achieve 12.2%, 13.82%
and 14.63% relative FRR improvement respectively on playback
dataset. The candidate models show minimal or no improvement
over the non-playback condition. We conjecture that the baseline
model performance to begin with is better on non-playback
conditions given the substantially higher non-playback stream
count in training dataset, this is what leads to a minimal/no
improvement of candidate models on non-playback conditions.

Table 3: False reject rate (FRR) comparison of baseline and
candidate models at fixed false discovery rate on playback and
non-playback data sets. K represent concatenation layer number. The best scores on each dataset are marked in bold. Lower
FRR corresponds to better model performance.
Model
vanilla-cnn
cbn
concat

cbn-concat

K

6
7
8
6
7
8

FRR on playback
1.23
1.08
1.06
1.06
1.14
1.06
1.10
1.05

FRR on non-playback
1.20
1.24
1.20
1.19
1.17
1.21
1.23
1.20
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In this paper, we present a new CNN architecture with metadata
embedding for metadata-aware end-to-end keyword spotting.
The proposed model utilizes device playback metadata embedding for conditional batch normalization and feature concatenation, and demonstrates relative FRR improvement of 14.63%
improvements over the vanilla CNN model on playback datasets.
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volume, device type, etc as input feature.
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